Game Setting Options

Transformation
Game ™

Group games for up to 6 people:
s with friends, family or colleagues.
You can arrange a date that suits your group.

developed at the
Findhorn Community, Scotland

s I also offer group Game workshops that are open
to anyone interested in looking more consciously
at their life.
In both settings usually the Game starts with an
introduction evening and ends the following day:
Evening: from 7 pm – 9 pm. Day: 10 am to 7 pm.
Couple Games
promote the deepening of intimate relationships in
a protected, guided and trusting environment.
Time frame: 6 hours.

Transformation Game ™

Solo Games
allow you to look deeply at important issues in your life
with the support of the Game and the Game Facilitator.
Time frame: 3–5 hours.
The Transformation Game in Germany and abroad
I am also happy to come to you and facilitate a Game
with your group.

Change your life playfully
Transform old patterns
Gain awareness and insight

Dates and fees
Current information can be found on my website or
on the enclosed information sheet.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to
contact me by e-mail or telephone.

Dieter Bartholomäi
The Transformation Game is an experience
not to be missed.
Each Game is different because each of us is unique,
yet when we share an experience like this we emerge
stronger, lighter, more inspired and empowered and
more open to life.

D - 12157 Berlin, Germany
Riemenschneiderweg 60
info@bartholomaei.de
Tel. +49+ (0)30 - 280 393 08

www.spiel-der-wandlung.com

Game Guide

Dieter Bartholomäi

The Origin of the Game

The Transformation Game was developed at the Findhorn
Foundation, an international spiritual community, workshop
center and eco-village located in the north of Scotland.
The Findhorn Foundation and surrounding community have
changed and grown continuously in the almost 50 years since
their beginnings, attempting always to create and maintain a
conscious, sustainable and co-creative existence while dealing
individually and as a collective with the challenges of
communal living.
Due to the intensity of community life each individual experiences their own transformation processes in an amplified,
accelerated and concentrated way. The Transformation Game
embodies this dynamic. It shines a bright light onto our thinking and behavior patterns, offers surprising insights, opens
up new pathways and supports change and transformation on
a deep level.
Joy Drake, one of the co-founders of the Transformation Game
says:
„I wanted to find a way to communicate the Findhorn experience to other people without the need for them to be present in
the community for many years.“

The Game

Playing Focus

The Transformation Game is a board game where each player follows their own, personal life path.
All of the events that you encounter on your path, including
birth, insights, setbacks and miracles will offer information
in relation to your own personal Playing Focus. You will
develop your Playing Focus based on what is asking for your
attention in your life at the time you play the Game.
You will also receive supportive feedback from your
co-players and the Game Facilitator.

You begin your Game by identifying your individual Playing
Focus which offers you a sense of orientation and purpose
throughout the Game.

The Game will mirror to your life back to you. Every
situation in the game is a opportunity for deep understanding and creative change. During the course of the Game
you may experience miracles and have opportunities to
use your intuition as well as receive universal feedback.

You play the Game individually while at the same
time being part of a group
of co-players. Every event
touches the lives of every
player and in doing so
connects the players with
each other.
Up to six players are guided through the Game by a Game
Facilitator. This small group setting fosters communication,
cooperation and the building of trust in an intense and
inspiring environment. Getting to know your co-players on
a deeper level is yet another benefit of the Game.

The Game Guide
Dieter Bartholomäi will be guiding you in the Transformation Game.
Dieter lived and worked in Findhorn in the early 90s and again between 2003 and 2008.
In 1992 Dieter completed the required Transformation Game Facilitator Training at the
Findhorn Foundation.
Since then he has guided people from all corners of the world through the Game.
„As your Game Facilitator I support you by bringing all of my life experience, my intuition,
my insights and my open heart into the Game.“

Examples:
s

I intend to enjoy my life fully, and live in lightness and
abundance

s

I intend to overcome my loneliness and to open myself
to other people and to love

s

I intend to reconnect with my inner joy, power and
creativity

s

I intend to love myself and to identify my needs

s

I intend to be professionally successful

s

I intend to heal myself and to discover the spiritual,
emotional and behavioral patterns that have caused
my disease

s

I intend to reconnect with myself and to find my inner
voice.

s

I intend to bring my relationship with my partner to
a new level where love can flow again.

Key issues of your life are used throughout the Game to assist you
in your inner growth and development.

